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Do you have a forms management database or is this a dream for the future?

Whether you want to manage form specifications, order history or metadata, you can do
it using a database such as Microsoft® Access, SQL or Oracle. Databases can be
searched and cross-referenced electronically, and transactional changes can be easily
tracked. Managing the database yourself enables quick modifications and control to
your application. You can easily tie into existing data sources and make ad hoc queries.
You can enhance the database by adding simple macros to automate data entry and
searching. You can program more complex functionality according to the available
time and resources. This showcase presents database used by BFMA members, each
with their own special features and benefits. See the databases in action from a variety
of companies.
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First Session: Ace in the Hole
Presented by Jana Faust
Just because you don’t have a true document management system doesn’t mean you have to throw in the cards.
You can still track necessary data in a single application by pulling your ace in the hole, Microsoft® Access or
any other end-user database.
Here’s how we did it at Administaff. We needed something to beef up our form number register (which was in
a spreadsheet format), providing more fields for metadata, cross-referencing, and reporting. In addition to
managing forms, our Knowledge Management group also maintains content for several websites and for print
production. Keeping up with where documents live, what format they are in, and when they should be reviewed
are a few of the absolute necessities for our organization. In addition, we needed an electronic accounting of all
the changes made, revision dates, approvals, and distribution details.
We rolled out this new database 4Q06 and now have over 4,000 metadata records and over 5,000 transactions
(change records).
Relationships
The two main tables for data entry are:
• tbl_Administrative
• tbl_Transaction_Details
To facilitate data entry and reduce errors, we added lots of lookup tables. So many of the smaller tables shown
below are lookup tables linked by a numeric ID to save storage space. Since we track both forms and content
together, we couldn’t use Form number as the key field. And Plumtree_No is the number assigned by our web
portal software, but not all content is placed on the web so this field is not always populated either. So the key
field is Admin_ID (or Doc ID) which is an autonumber field type.
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Data Entry Screens
There is one main data entry screen with multiple tabs for the various categories of metadata
at the top. The bottom half is a subform showing the transactions or changes made to the
form.

General Information tab
This is where we record the important details including Title, Form #, Content Owner, who
uses the form (Service Provider Name fields), review requirements, and status. The
Add/Edit buttons allow users to select, add or edit data in the lookup tables.

Checkboxes/Additional Content tab
The second tab displays how the item is distributed (ESC and SOLD are the names of the
two websites we maintain), information about the format, and approvals and communication
required for revisions.

There is also a cross-referencing feature that allows us to
either:
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•
•

specify one form as the Parent Document and then link related forms to it.
Indicate forms or content that are subdocuments within a larger file, such as a new
hire forms packet.

Tracking Details tab
Due to the volume of similar forms and content that we maintain for our client service
website, the Tracking Details provides for valuable search fields when changes need to be
made. When a department name, title or phone number changes, we can query one of these
field to locate all documents that must be updated. This used to be a time-consuming process
of electronically searching our forms and content folders.

Print Specifications tab
Although more than 95% of our content is only available via the website, there are a few
documents that are printed in our Document Production Center, such as the new hire forms
packets. This information is linked to a separate Specs table, since it is rarely populated.
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Transactions
For productivity and compliance records, we need to track when requests are received and
completed, who completed them, who approved, and the amount of work involved. Since the
Transaction Details are linked as a subform in another table, there is no limit to the number
of transactions per document.

Transaction tab
One of the most important fields on this tab is the Status field. There is a Daily Open Report
that can be run to show all transactions that are in progress (Status not “Complete”).

Documentation tab
This is where we record the actual changes (Improvement Notes). The Documentation Notes
help to remind us where we are in the editing process and show why certain documents may
take so long to complete due to approvals or changes mid-stream.

Daily Open Report
This report shows work in progress
for each Knowledge Management
Editor, where Transaction Status <>
“Complete”.
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Search
Although you can use the Find buttons located next to certain fields on the data entry screen,
the Search Database feature allows you to display all records that meet your criteria in a
single screen. This can be printed or hyperlinked to open the record.
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Reports
Monthly Report Summary
This report shows completed for individuals or the entire group.

Documentation Notes
The Documentation Notes report was created to replace our individual Word docs and often
handwritten notes in the paper files. Now we find that we don’t usually need to print it.
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Metadata Report
The Metadata Record contains all the key information about each document and is printed
and placed in the front divider for each form or content paper file.

Jana Faust
Jana is a Design and Project Analyst at Service Technology XXXXXXXX
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Second Session: Forms Central
Presented by Lisa M. Lee
Forms Central was developed by the Forms Management department of Standard Insurance
Company to provide a centralized, authoritative information source for internal users – in other
words, one-stop shopping for forms information. The application consists of an MS Access front
end used by Forms Management, data stored in Oracle tables, and a web site used by
employees to order paper forms, retrieve details, and send links to electronic forms. This
presentation will provide a overview of both the database screens and the website.

Lisa M. Lee, CEBS, FLMI
Lisa is the supervisor of Forms Management at Standard Insurance Company. Her team is responsible for
managing the forms for the Employee Benefits division, which includes 3 companies, 2 regional offices,
and 41 Sales and Service offices. She has directed and participated in a wide variety of forms projects. She
currently serves BFMA as Vice President of Administration.
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Third Session: MS Access database for Premera
Presented by Suzie Cook, Premera Blue Cross
MS Access database for Premera was built over a five year period. Six major modules emerged
serving the Forms Management Team, the Print Buying and Inventory Team, the Marketing
Team, the Fulfillment Team and the Mass Mailing Team.
Module 1: Document Information contains information relating directly to the document itself.
Revision history, production history, inventory history and current balances, approval history, links
to the repository, relationships to other documents, financial data.
Module 2: Production Information is the ordering module for print production. A job is created
each time the form needs to be produced. Specifications for each job, record of hours by
contributor and category (design, purchasing, administrative, etc.), proof tracking, links to what
projects the job may be a current member of, vendor estimates and actual invoice costs. Module
automatically generates job ticket that is electronically routed to the vendor and/or design team.
Module 3: Projects allows the user to group the individual production jobs and roll them up to a hi
gher level project to track the components, overall job and project hours.
Module 4: Kits - specifically manages kits and their components
Module 5: Mass Mailing
Module 6: Fulfillment
A brief bio - please hack away at this as you see fit...
Suzie Cook
Suzie has 25 years experience in a combination of print production, forms management and
systems development. Her print history includes working as an estimator, a customer service
manager, national division forms management manager and regional operations manager of a
print and inventory facility. She spent 7 years as an independent consultant specializing in
systems integrations and interface projects. Her current position was initially as a contractor to
implement a forms management division for Premera and has assumed the role as systems
developer and administrator for the forms management systems and associated processes.
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Forth Session
Kelly Halseth
Is the Regional Coordinator, Forms Management & Production David Thompson Health
Region
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Fifth Session
Lisa Lee
Standard Insurance
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Sixth Session: Department of State Business Matrix
Presented by Glen Dixon, U.S. Department of State

This integrated modular tracking system provides the Office of Directives
Management, U.S. Department of State, a tool to manage the Department
Regulations, Forms and Information Collections. Having this system allows each
manager to see the progress of the respected offices verifying we meet our
responsibilities. An example is a public use form such as the Visa application
form that requires approval by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and
is also listed in our Regulations showing the cost and procedures to process and
the form itself. You will see a demonstration of the Department of State Business
Matrix.

Glen Dixon works as a software engineer for the U.S. Department of State for seven
years as manager of the eForms application. Mr. Dixon has over 25 years of experience
in high-tech specifically in the forms arena. Prior to coming to the DOS he founded
Application Technology, Inc. a company that specialized in Form Design training form
Delrina Technology with training facilities in Washington, D.C., San Jose, California
and Toronto, Canada
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